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These DMR pedals are seriously 

impressive for the cash, and are fully 

serviceable, with easy access to 

spare parts. In our experience, they 

last well too. The 10 grub-screw-style 

pins offer good traction when the 

going gets rough. They do, however, 

all screw in from the top of the 

platform and it doesn’t take long for 

the heads to clog with mud, which 

makes fitting an Allen key in quite 

tricky. The V12s offer the smallest 

platform on test (it’s not tiny, but with 

chunky shoes on, it’s noticeable). 

This isn’t a major issue for the most 

part, but over really rough terrain, or 

when trying to work the bike hard 

through compressions, your feet 

don’t feel as supported or stable as 

on some of the larger offerings here. 

There’s a reasonable amount of 

concavity to the platform though,  

so the V12s do cradle your feet nicely.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk 

DMR V12 £50

The TMACs offer a sizable platform 

with 14 threaded pins, and deliver an 

impressively rock-solid, confident 

feel on the trail. There’s plenty of 

traction, not just from the pins, but 

due to how well they cup your feet, 

thanks to their concave profile. They 

do have some downsides though, 

including the grub-screw-style pins, 

which are fixed in from the top of the 

platform (the pin heads fill with mud, 

making it hard to get an Allen key in). 

The TMACs’ width and relatively 

square shape also mean they don’t 

offer the most clearance, especially 

when bombing through deep, rutted 

sections of trail, where we’ve had 

them catch on more than one 

occasion. A bit chamfering on that 

outer edge would help here. Despite 

these niggles (and the high price), 

the DEITY pedals feel great underfoot 

and have lasted well. 

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

Funn provide a neat little 3mm Allen 

key and 5mm spanner with this set 

(required to fit all 22 pins per pedal), 

along with washers in case you’d 

rather not run the seven pins at the 

leading and trailing edges at their full 

5mm height. The pedal body is 

almost identical to that of the DMR 

Vault (below), although not as 

concave in profile. While the 

Funndamentals don’t cradle your feet 

quite as well as the Vaults, they do a 

good job of it and, thanks to those 

skinny pins clinging tightly to the 

soles of your shoes, we had no issues 

with our feet shuffling around when 

tackling seriously rough trails or 

high-speed compressions. There’s 

enough room on the platform for big 

shoes, and plenty of support and 

stability on offer. The price is decent 

for the traction on offer, and we like 

the little easy-access grease port.

www.funnmtb.com

Changes to how the magnesium 

Vaults are made have led to a 

reduction in cost. The new Vault 

Mags are the same price as the 

standard CNC-machined aluminium 

Vaults, despite weighing less. These 

are the SLs, which are lighter still, 

thanks to a titanium axle, which is 

where the hike in cost comes from. 

The pre-production pins on our 

pedals (which will be replaced with 

grippier threaded numbers similar to 

those used on the standard Vaults) 

screw through the top of the platform 

using 4mm base nuts. Together with 

the stable platform, they provide 

impressive traction. In fact, the Vault 

Mags are the best here at cradling 

your feet, which really helps on  

chunky trails. These SL versions may 

be light on the scales, but are 

certainly not light on the wallet. We’d 

opt for the £100 Vault Mags instead.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk 

DEITY Components TMAC £129.99

Funn Funndamental £74.99

DMR Vault Mag SL £195
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Weight: 428g

Platform size: 97x100x16mm 

Weight: 442g

Platform size: 105x110x19mm

Weight: 418g

Platform size: 105x102x17mm

Weight: 331g

Platform size: 105x103x17mm


